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Groundwork 

Vision Casting Diagram 
Prepared by: Stan Granberg | Strategy Lab 2015 
 
The following diagram comes from Will Mancini, Church Unique. 
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1. Common Denominator: Do I build an emotional connection? 
• How we relate with our audience, are they “our people” 
• Example: Gena at dinner and discovering one of the guests knows her first cousin and 

consider her a second mother. Connections were immediate and acceptance was granted 
• Demonstrate empathy with your history, likes, dislikes, concerns, and fears. 
 

2. Burning Platform: Do I frame the larger need and speak to the fear of loss? 
• This is the point where tears and emotion should connect 
• Look at your Local Predicament for ideas 
• Should answer the big WHY unequivocally and reasonably 
• Your call (People, Place, and Passion) should come through here 

 
3. Golden Tomorrow: Do I promise a better world in which people will want to live? 

• The heart of the vision 
• Should raise a longing of “if only that could happen” in hearts and minds 
• It completes the question “What if we do this?” 

 
4. Wake-up Call: Do I create urgency and induce action? 

• Often begins with the question “What would happen if we don’t do this?” 
• Describes the ask, the things that must happen to create this new future 
• Answers the question, “What do we need to do?” 

 
5. Mind Stretch: Do I enlarge faith and challenge the imagination with audacious. God-sized goals? 

• Answers the question, “What could happen if we do this together?” 
• God’s tasks are always bigger than we are 
• Help people see with God’s eyes 

 
6. God Smile: Do I clarify my biblical basis and show how God’s heart is pleased? 

• Look to your Basic Biblical Beliefs for content 
• God wil supply us with what we need for his work 
• Answer the question, “Why will this make God smile?” 

 


